
KINDERGARTEN ELA KNOWLEDGE-BASED UNITS

Theme Unit #8: Classic Tales Suggested Duration 3 weeks

GSE Standards

Priority Standards

ELAGSEKRL2 With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including key details.

ELAGSEKRL3 With prompting and support, identify characters, settings, and major events in a story.

ELAGSEKRL5 Recognize common types of texts (e.g., storybooks, poems).

ELAGSEKRL7 With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the story (how illustrations support the text).

ELAGSEKRL9 With prompting and support, compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in familiar stories.
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Essential Questions

Factual—

The people or animals in a story are called the characters of
the story. Who are the characters in (chosen story)?

What is (the main character) doing at the beginning of the
story?

What problem does (the main character) encounter?

Inferential—

How does (one character)’s actions make the other
characters feel? How do you know?

How do (one or more characters) feelings change from
the beginning to the end of the story?

What would happen in real life if we made the same
choices as (the main character)?

Critical Thinking-

Were your predictions about what happens in the story correct?
Why or why not?

The setting of a story is where it takes place. Could this story have
taken place in another setting?

(Display an illustration from the book) The beginning, middle, and
end events of a story are called the plot of the story. Does this
illustration depict the beginning, middle, or end of the story?
How do you know?

Tier I Words (conversational) Tier I Words (transdisciplinary) Tier III Words (content-specific)

tell, said, story retell, sequence, details, problem, solution

Science of Reading Strategies

Berger Framework for Comprehension: Template Oral Language Strategy

Provide students with sentence stems from Tool 2 Oral
Language strategies related to the content for partner
and whole group discussions. Example include:

The ___ lived in ___.

The ___ had to ___ because ___.

Comprehension Strategy

Refer to the Top Ten Tools materials for Tool 6 Comprehension to
lead Barrel of Monkey lesson (p. 6) to deepen comprehension of
the links between sentences in fables and stories from this unit.

Assessments
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vcrKR719laEh0VKevGyLkEMFbBQn_yzcFcbPPgIq3Jc/copy
https://www.valentinaesl.com/blog/sentence-stems-or-sentence-frames
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15m_SI5d2soJr3Tw2ZdbE6SyDy8r9BrmI/view?usp=sharing


Formative Assessment(s):

Description: Expanding Vocabulary

Briefly review all of the stories students have heard thus far. Ask them to choose one favorite character from the stories and draw a picture of that character. When they have completed
their drawings, ask students to explain their reasons for choosing their particular characters. Prompt discussion with questions such as, “How would you describe the character? What did
the character want? What kinds of things did the character do to get what s/he wanted?”

Standards:
ELAGSEKRL2 With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including key details.
ELAGSEKRL3 With prompting and support, identify characters, settings, and major events in a story.
ELAGSEKRL7 With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the story (how illustrations support the text).

Summative Assessment(s):

Description: ReadWorks “Ant and Grasshopper”

1. Provide students with a copy of the passage and read the text aloud.
2. In small groups or one-on-one, read the questions to students for them to answer. Differentiate support by having students use approximate spelling or dictation of the

constructed response questions.

Standards:
ELAGSEKRL2 With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including key details.
ELAGSEKRL3 With prompting and support, identify characters, settings, and major events in a story.
ELAGSEKRL7 With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the story (how illustrations support the text). Standards:

Writing Task and Rubric:

Description: Have students draw and then label two characters who interact with one another from one of the stories in this unit. At this point in the year, student writing should show
action and setting not just static characters.

Standards:
ELAGSEKW3: Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a single event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in the order in which they occurred, and
provide a reaction to what happened.

4 3 2 1

Characters Draws more than two characters
who interact in a single story

Draws two characters who
interact in a single story

Draws only one character or two
characters from different stories

Does not draw characters
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jKsskI4lBgcCZFOysk6CGWVvQkU4w4xP/view?usp=sharing


Interactions Depicts multiple interactions
between the characters that all
occur in the story

Depicts an interaction between
the characters that occurs in the
story

Depicts an interaction between
the characters that does not occur
in the story but is reasonable
based on the story

Does not depict interaction
between characters

Coherence Labels align with and add to the
drawing

Labels align with the drawing Labels conflict with the drawing Does not provide labels

Objective or Content Learning Experiences Differentiation Considerations

Building Background Knowledge Through
The Berger Framework

Berger Framework: Little Cloud and Lady Wind

Standards Based Text Activities - tasks should
require metacognitive strategies.  Process of
thinking and building knowledge is visible in
learning.

Display digital version of Town Mouse, Country Mouse from Epic
1. Start a blank Venn diagram labeled Text and Illustrations
2. As you read and display the story, engage students in a discussion about which

details are shown in both elements (e.g., mouse), which details you can only know
from the text (e.g., the fact that they are cousins), and which details are only
featured in the illustrations (e.g., cake at dinner)

Performance Task - students should use both
written and verbal expression to complete
the task.

Tell the class or a group of students that they are going to make a class book to help them
remember what they have learned thus far in this unit. Have each student choose one story
to illustrate and then write a caption for the picture. Bind the pages to make a book to put in
the class library for students to read again and again. You may choose to add more pages
upon completion of the entire unit before binding the book.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-7qe1c6FZtgQE04nUxM_tzxe7lRrMUsTzi9do9CyTeI/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.getepic.com/app/read/71295


Recommended High Quality Complex Text By Lexile Band

Little Cloud and Lady Wind
Town Mouse and Country Mouse
Aseop’s Fables
The Three Little Pigs (District provided)
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